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It is available in 2. It uses sequential fuel injection , has 4 valves per cylinder with VVT , features
fracture-split forged powder metal connecting rods and a one-piece cast camshaft and has
direct-acting mechanical bucket DAMB tappets, these design aspects differentiating the AJ-V6
from the Ford and Mazda versions. The AJ20 2. Although it displaces nearly 2. The compression
ratio is The AJ25 is a 2. It shares the 2. The AJ30 is a 3. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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E-Type S2. E-Type S3. Mark 1. Mark 2, , XJ6 S1. XJ6 S2. XJ12 S1. XJ12 S2. Independent SS Cars
Ltd. Independent renamed Jaguar Cars. British Leyland. A V6 engine , often just called a V6 , is
an internal combustion engine with six cylinders. The engine has three cylinders on each side
called banks. The two banks form a "V" shaped angle. All six pistons turn a common
crankshaft. It is the second most common engine design in modern cars after the inline four.
The V6 is a very compact engine design. It is shorter than the straight Many V6 engines are
narrower than the V8 engine. They work well and are well suited to the popular transverse
engine front-wheel drive cars. It has largely replaced the inline-6 , which is too long to fit in
many modern cars. It is more complicated and not as smooth as the inline The V6 is more
compact, and more rigid, but also more prone to vibrations. It is also becoming a high
performance engine. It has high power and torque output like the classic V8, but has good fuel
economy. Delahaye's design-engineer Amadee Varlet came up with a twin-cam V6, that went
into series production as the Type 44, in It was not successful enough to remain in production
after , when the first World war interrupted French automobile manufacturing. Information
obtained through Club Delahaye, the recognized global authority and permanent holder of the
registered Delahaye trademark. The first series production V6 was introduced by Lancia in
Other builders soon started using V6 engines. Consumers did not like this engine because of
the vibration. Due to the odd number of cylinders in each bank, V6 designs are unbalanced,
whatever V-angle they use. Each bank in a V6 has an odd number of pistons. The V6 has an
end-to-end rocking motion. Counterweights on the crankshaft and a counter rotating balancer
shaft compensate for some of the rocking motion. This still has some balance and secondary
vibration problems. This produced a rough-running design. This was unacceptable to many
customers. Later designs have improved the engine and made it reasonably smooth. The most
efficient cylinder bank angle for a V6 is 60 degrees. This makes the smallest size engine and
reduces vibration. Modern design has reduced most of the vibration. They are usually based on
V8 engines. It takes little work to change a V8 into a V6 engine. Balancing shafts are often used
to remove the remaining vibration. This allows pairs of pistons to share crank pins a connection
on the crankshaft. Unlike the V8, there is no way to arrange a V6 to balance the piston forces.
Because of the odd number of cylinders in each bank, a balance shaft is needed. It is too wide
for most cars. It is often used in race cars. Race cars are designed around the engine, and
vibration is not as important. When the fuel in a cylinder is burned, it pushes the piston down
and creates power. This is often referred to as firing. Many early V6 engines were based on V8
engine designs. This made a firing pattern with groups of two cylinders with an odd-firing order.
This resulting in rough-running engines with unpleasant vibrations at certain engine speeds.
They use a split crank pin where the piston connects to the crankshaft. A 'split' crank pin is
weaker than a straight one. Modern metallurgical techniques can produce a crankshaft that is
strong enough to not break. The V6 engine was introduced into racing by Lancia in the early s.
They had some good results. Then Ferrari built the Dino V6. Alfredo Ferrari, the son of Enzo
Ferrari , was nicknamed Dino. He suggested building a 1. The Dino V6 was updated several
times, and increased to a 2. The motorcycle was raced in the Bol d'Or 24 hour race. From
Simple English Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses, see the Japanese rock band
and V6 band. Retrieved Andrew Novikov. American Motorcyclist Association. Category : Motors.
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layout for six-cylinder automotive engines. Due to their short length, V6 engines are often used
as the larger engine option for vehicles which are otherwise produced with inline-four engines,
especially in transverse engine vehicles. A downside for luxury cars is that V6 engines produce
more vibrations than straight-six engines. Some sports cars use flat-six engines instead of V6
engines, due to their lower centre of gravity which improves the handling. The displacement of
modern V6 engines is typically between 2. All V6 enginesâ€”regardless of the V-angle between
the cylinder banksâ€”are subject to a primary imbalance caused by each bank consisting of an
inline-three engine , due to the odd number of cylinders in each bank. Straight-six engines and
flat-six engines do not experience this imbalance. Six-cylinder designs have less pulsation in
the power delivery than four-cylinder engines, due to the overlap in the power strokes of the
six-cylinder engine. In a four-cylinder engine, only one piston is on a power stroke at any given
time. Each piston comes to a complete stop and reverses direction before the next one starts its
power stroke, which results in a gap between power strokes, especially at lower engine speeds
RPM. Since , Volkswagen has produced narrow angle VR6 engines with V-angles of These
engines use a single cylinder head shared by both banks of cylinders, in a design similar to the
Lancia V4 engine. The VR6 engines were used in transverse engine front-wheel drive cars which
were originally designed for inline-four engines. Due to the minimal extra length and width of
the VR6 engine, it could be fitted to the engine compartments relatively easily, in order to
provide a displacement increase of 50 percent. Since there is no room in the V between the
cylinder banks for an intake system, all the intakes are on one side of the engine, and all the
exhausts are on the other side. It uses a firing order of which is the firing order used by most
straight-six engines , rather than the common V6 firing order of or A V-angle of 60 degrees is
the optimal configuration for V6 engines regarding engine balance. This firing interval is a
multiple of the 60 degree V-angle, therefore the combustion forces can be balanced through use
of the appropriate firing order. The inline-three engine that forms each cylinder bank, however,
produces unbalanced rotating and reciprocal forces. These forces remain unbalanced in all V6
engines, often leading to the use of a balance shaft to reduce the vibration. The Lancia V6
engine was pioneering in its use of a six-throw crankshaft in order to reduce vibration. More
recent designs often use a three-throw crankshaft with 'flying arms' between the crankpins to
allow an even firing interval of degrees to be achieved. A pair of counterweights on the
crankshaft can then be used to almost perfectly cancel out the primary forces [5] p16 and
reduce the secondary vibrations to acceptable levels. A 60 degree V-angle results in a narrower
engine overall than V6 engines with larger V-angles. This angle often results in the overall
engine size being a cube shape, [ citation needed ] making the engine easier to fit either
longitudinally or transversely in the engine compartment. Many manufacturers, particularly
American ones, built V6 engines with a V-angle of 90 degrees based on their existing degree V8
engines. Such configurations were easy to design by removing two cylinders and replacing the
V8 engine's four-throw crankshaft with a three-throw crankshaft. This reduced design costs,
allowed the new V6 to share components with the V8 engine, and sometimes allowed
manufacturers to build the V6 and V8 engines on the same production line. The downsides of a
90 degree design are a wider engine which is more vibration-prone than a 60 degree V6. The
initial 90 degree V6 engines such as the Buick Fireball V6 engine had three shared crankpins
arranged at degrees from each other, due to their origins from the V8 engines. This resulted in
an uneven firing order, with half of the cylinders using a firing interval of 90 degrees and other
half using an interval of degrees. The uneven firing intervals resulted in rough-running engines
with "unpleasant" vibrations at low engine speeds. Several modern 90 degree V6 engines
reduce the vibrations using split crankpins offset by 30 degrees between piston pairs, which
creates an even firing interval of degrees for all cylinders. At first glance, degrees might seem to
be the optimal V-angle for a V6 engine, since pairs of pistons in alternate banks can share crank
pins in a three-throw crankshaft and the combustion forces are balanced by the firing interval
being equal to the angle between the cylinder banks. A degree configuration, unlike the 60
degree or 90 degree configurations, would not require crankshafts with flying arms, split
crankpins, or seven main bearings to be even-firing. However, the primary imbalance caused by
odd number of cylinders in each bank still remains in a degree V6 engine. This differs from the
perfect balance achieved by a 90 degree V8 engine with a commonly used crossplane
crankshaft, because the inline-four engine in each bank of the V8 engine does not have this
primary imbalance. A degree design also results in a large width for the engine, being only
slightly narrower than a flat-six engine which does not have the balance problems of the V6
engine. Therefore the flat-six engine has been used in various automobiles, whereas use of the
degree V6 engine has been limited to a few truck and racing car engines, with the exception of
McLaren Automotive's M V6 engine, which uses a degree bank angle with a single balance shaft
to eliminate all primary couples. The McLaren M engine also takes advantage of the wide angle

by placing the turbochargers inside the vee, commonly referred to as a 'hot vee' configuration.
Other angle V6 engines are possible but can suffer from severe vibration problems unless very
carefully designed. Notable V-angles include:. In , a few years after V4 engines and V8 engines
had come into existence, the first known V6 engine was built. Similarly, a single prototype
engine was produced by Buick in The Lancia V6 engine was introduced in the Lancia Aurelia.
Lancia had been producing V4 engines for approximately 30 years, and one of the key goals
was to reduce the vibrations compared with the V4 engine. The V6 engine used a 60 degree
V-angle and six crankpins, resulting in an evenly-spaced firing order to reduce vibrations. Other
manufacturers took note and soon other V6 engines were designed. The Buick V6 engine was
introduced in and was based on Buick's contemporary V8 engine. It therefore used a degree
V-angle and uneven firing order, resulting in high vibrations. Ford introduced its European road
car engines in with the German division's Cologne V6 , and the Ford Essex V6 engine ,
introduced by Ford's United Kingdom division in ; both engines used a degree V-angle. This
engine used a 60 degree V-angle, an all-aluminium construction and two valves per cylinder. A
turbocharged version was introduced in and a four valve per cylinder version was introduced in
The first mass-produced Japanese V6 engine was the Nissan VG engine , a degree design which
was produced from Hyundai introduced the first South Korean Hyundai Sigma engine based on
technology shared from the Mitsubishi unit in German luxury car manufacturers were relatively
slow to adopt V6 engines, with the first being the degree SOHC engine introduced in the Audi
C4. By the mids, the V6 layout was the most common configuration for six-cylinder automotive
engines, with V6 engines having replaced most of the straight-six engines. The Lancia Aurelia
the first series production car with a V6 engine was also successful in motor racing. Four of the
Aurelia B20 Coupes were entered in the Mille Miglia with the best placed cars finishing second
and fourth. The initial version of the Ferrari Dino engine was a 1. It had a V-angle of 65 degrees
and dual overhead camshafts. The Dino V6 underwent several evolutions, including a 2. It won a
large number of races between and However, Ferrari's founder had a personal dislike of the
degree layout, preferring a 65 degree layout, and after that time it was replaced by other
engines. It was introduced in the Alpine -Renault A sportscar racing car. A turbocharged 2. A
turbocharged 1. Renault struggled with reliability issues in and , however the season saw some
good results at a few races. V6 engines are popular powerplants in medium to large outboard
motors. The first V6 engine to reach production was built from to by the Deutz Gasmotoren
Fabrik in Germany. These V6 engines were used as the generator for gasoline-electric railway
engines. The Laverda V6 was a racing motorcycle which was unveiled at the Milan show. Horex
has produced road motorcycles with VR6 engines since From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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automobile engines. The J-series is Honda 's fourth production V6 engine family introduced in ,
after the C-series , which consisted of three dissimilar versions. The J-series engine was
designed in the United States by Honda engineers. The J-series was designed for transverse
mounting. Initially, the system turns off one bank of cylinders under light loads, turning the V6
into a straight Some versions were able to turn off one bank of cylinders or one cylinder on
opposing banks, allowing for three-cylinder use under light loads and four-cylinder use under
medium loads. The J25A displaced 2. The J25A used a It had a variable intake manifold to
optimize torque output across varying engine speeds and engine response. This version was on
the Ward's 10 Best Engines list for and The IMA hybrid version was on the list for In Honda
created the J30A5 to mark the 30th anniversary of the Accord. According to Honda, horsepower
gains were achieved with improvements to the airflow of the intake and exhaust system. The
J32A3 includes a one-piece exhaust manifold cast with the cylinder head, first introduced on the

J30A4. The J37 uses a die-cast aluminum block with aluminum cylinder liners. Primarily due to
the cylinder liners being made from aluminum instead of cast-iron the engine weighs less than
the J35Z engines. The intake manifold is made from a cast magnesium alloy. From Wikipedia,
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Indy V8. Indy V6. The Jaguar XJ is a two-seat sports car produced by British luxury car
manufacturer Jaguar from until , in collaboration with the specialist automotive and race
engineering company Tom Walkinshaw Racing. The XJ was developed from a Vengined 4-wheel
drive concept car designed by an informal group of Jaguar employees working in their spare
time. Engineering and emissions requirements resulted in significant changes to the
specification of the XJ, most notably the replacement of the Jaguar V12 engine by a
turbocharged V6 engine. The changes to the specification and a collapse in the demand of high
performance cars brought about by the early s recession resulted in many buyers choosing not
to exercise their purchase options. The partnership succeeded in winning the competition in
The car was launched during the season. The normally-aspirated Austin Rover V64V engine,
designed for the MG Metro 6R4 had recently been made redundant due to the Group B rally ban
in and the design rights were for sale. The compact, lightweight and fuel efficient nature of the
small-displacement, turbocharged engine was investigated by TWR, who considered it an ideal
basis for a new engine to power the XJR and purchased the design rights from Austin Rover
Group. Jaguar and their Director of Engineering, Jim Randle, felt these racing cars were too far
removed from the product available to the general public, especially with the rule changes that
mandated the replacement of the Jaguar V12 engine in the forthcoming XJR and XJR racing
cars. Therefore, a project was initiated to design and build a car capable of winning Le Mans "in
house", just as the C-Type and D-Type had done. The cardboard model was taken into the
Jaguar styling studio and two mock-ups were produced. One was said to be reminiscent of the
Porsche , the other took elements of the then current XJ41 project and Malcolm Sayer 's work
on the stillborn XJ13 racing car. The second design, by Keith Helfet , was chosen as it was
"more obviously Jaguar in its look". The project still had no official support, leaving Randle no
option but to put together a team of volunteers to work evenings and weekends in their own
time. The team came to be known as "The Saturday Club" and consisted of twelve volunteers.
These requirements, together with FIA racing regulations and various government regulations
governing car design and safety, influenced the overall design and engineering direction of the
car. The FIA Group B regulations steered the concept towards a mid-engine , all-wheel-drive
layout, with a Jaguar V12 engine as the power source. In return he offered public recognition for
their assistance and dangled the possibility of future contracts from Jaguar. The name XJ was
chosen as a continuation of the naming of the XK , which referred to the top speed of the model
in miles per hour. Jaguar's engine designer Walter Hassan had previously developed a valve
variant of their V12 engine specifically for motorsport use. It featured a double overhead
camshaft layout with four valves per cylinder , compared with the single overhead camshaft and
two valves per cylinder of the production engine, which was used in the XJ and XJS models at
the time. TWR had manufactured a number of these racing V12 engines during the s and they
had been raced competitively, with a 7-litre version of this engine featuring in the Le
Mans-winning XJR Five of these engines still existed, all of which were fitted with dry sump
lubrication. One of five of these engines was chosen and considered to be especially useful as
the dry sump would lower the vehicle's centre of gravity. The displacement of the V12 was set at
6. Jaguar had little experience with four-wheel drive systems at the time, having previously only
produced rear-wheel drive cars. Randle approached Tony Rolt 's company, FF Developments to
design the transmission and four-wheel drive system for the XJ, with Rolt's son Stuart running
the project. Tony Rolt was the Technical Director of Ferguson Research , where he was heavily
involved in the design of the four-wheel drive system used in the Jensen FF , the first sports car
to be fitted with such a system. The mid-mounted engine complicated the design of the

four-wheel drive system and an innovative solution was needed to get power from the
mid-mounted rear engine to the front wheels. The chosen design took the front-wheel drive from
the central differential on the rear transaxle and sent it through the V in the centre of the engine
using a quill drive , before joining an inverted differential. The design brief for the exterior
restricted the use of aerodynamic aids and aimed for a simple yet clean and functional body
similar to classic Jaguar sports cars, such as the D-Type and E-Type. The design was also
intended to have a variable rear wing that folded into the bodywork at lower speeds. The
bodywork for the concept car displayed in was hand built from aluminium by Park Sheet Metal,
a specialist automotive engineering company that manufactures concept cars and low-volume
niche models for various manufacturers, including Bentley. The dashboard was supplied by
Veglia. The concept car was completed in the early hours of 18 October , the day it was due to
be unveiled at the British International Motor Show , being held at the National Exhibition Centre
, Birmingham. Jaguar's marketing department had allocated space on their stand at the motor
show for the XJ, but had not seen the vehicle until its arrival. Jaguar chairman John Egan and
Roger Putnam, who was in charge of Jaguar's racing activities, were shown the vehicle the
week before the motor show and signed off on the concept, allowing its unveiling. Ferrari 's
display of their F40 flagship model at the same event was overshadowed, as an estimated 90,
additional visitors came to see the XJ The XJ was not initially intended to be a production car,
but following the reception of the concept and financial interest from serious buyers, a
feasibility study was carried out by teams from TWR and Jaguar. The conclusion was that such
a car would be technically feasible subject to engineering changes and that it would be
financially viable. First deliveries were planned for mid Jaguar were unable to develop the XJ
in-house as the available engineering resources were committed to working on the XJ and XJS
models. The team that would determine the necessary engineering work and assess the car's
financial viability was put in place during mid, working from the TWR workshops. The exterior
and interior designers who had worked on the XJ prototype, Keith Helfet and Nick Hull, rejoined
the project when it became clear that more design work would be needed. The development
team looked at the two principal competitors, the Ferrari F40 and the Porsche These were
powered by compact, lightweight engines; both the Ferrari and the Porsche used forced
induction to obtain high power outputs from small-displacement engines. Ferrari used a 2. By
comparison, the rear-wheel drive Ferrari had a very basic interior, with no carpets, door handles
or a stereo. This engine, which replaced the Jaguar V12 engine featured in the concept car, was
a heavily redesigned and significantly altered version of the Austin Rover V64V V6 engine. Use
of the shorter V6 engine design allowed the wheelbase of the XJ to be shortened and its weight
to be reduced; the V12 engine was definitively ruled out when it was determined it would have
difficulty at simultaneously meeting emissions legislations. TWR purchased the rights to the
V64V engine from Austin Rover in and developed a completely new turbocharged engine,
codenamed JV6, under the auspices of Allan Scott, with proportions roughly similar to the
V64V, and suitable for sports car racing. A few of the changes included increasing the
displacement to 3. The V64V engine chosen had a short but successful career as a
purpose-designed racing car engine. The engine was manufactured with an aluminium cylinder
block and aluminium cylinder heads with steel connecting rods and crankshaft. The XJ's
exhaust system consists of two catalytic converters , which reduce the power output of the
engine. In contrast, the Jaguar saloon having the smallest engine of the time, the XJ6 3. The
Engine was manufactured and built at the new purpose built facility in Kidlington, Oxfordshire.
TWR invested heavily in a state of the art machining facility capable of servicing all of its race
and road car projects. The facility was initially setup to produce the XJ's engine under Simon
Lockwood, an ex-March Engineering suspension specialist. All-wheel drive was decided against
early in the development process, for a number of reasons. It was thought rear-wheel drive
would be adequate in the majority of situations, that the additional complexity of the four-wheel
drive system would hinder the development process and potentially be problematic for the
customer. The transmission featured triple-cone synchromeshing on first and second gears to
handle rapid starts, whilst remaining relatively easy for the driver to engage and providing
positive feel. AP Racing provided an 8. The exterior retained the aluminium body panels of the
XJ concept, but for the production cars Abbey Panels of Coventry were contracted to
manufacture the body shells. Geoff Lawson , Design Director at Jaguar at the time, took a
greater interest in the car and insisted the design had to be seen to be as a Jaguar if it were to
be successful in promoting the company. Situated between the doors and the rear wheels, the
air intakes were larger on the production version of the XJ than on the concept car. The rear
lights used on the production XJ were sourced from the Rover The production model utilised
the same Alcan bonded honeycomb aluminium structure vehicle technology ASVT as the
concept car for the chassis. An integral roll cage formed part of the chassis and monocoque ,

providing additional structural rigidity for the car and allowing the XJ to easily pass stringent
crash testing. The rear-wheel steering was dropped from the production car to save weight and
reduce complexity, as was the height adjustable suspension and active aerodynamic
technology. The suspension fitted to the production model consisted of front and rear
independent suspension , double unequal length wishbones , inboard coil springs and anti-roll
bars , with Bilstein gas-filled dampers. JaguarSport designed the handbrake, which has
separate calipers acting on the rear brake discs. Feedback from enthusiasts and racing drivers
resulted in the decision to drop the anti-lock braking system from the production car. A rack
and pinion steering was fitted, with 2. The interior was designed for two passengers and
trimmed in leather. Leather trimmed sports seats were fitted together with electric windows and
electrically adjustable heated mirrors. Air conditioning and green tinted glazing was also fitted.
The luggage space consists of a small boot directly behind and above the rear portion of the
engine, also trimmed in leather. The car was assembled in a purpose-built factory at Wykham
Mill, Bloxham near Banbury in Oxfordshire. The JV6 engines used in the Jaguar racing cars
were produced by Swiss engineer Max Heidegger, but delivering the number of engines
required for the XJ program was considered beyond his capacity. FF Developments, in addition
to the design work undertaken on the gearbox and rear axle assembly, was given responsibility
for the manufacture of these components. The first customer delivery occurred in June and
production rates averaged one car per day. Jaguar had performed high speed testing of the
pre-production XJ with chassis number at Fort Stockton, Texas in and recorded a maximum
speed of None of the independent witnesses understood how Jaguar's testing equipment
worked. The initial high speed runs, with the car configured in standard trim catalytic converters
connected, lower rev-limit of 7, rpm achieved a maximum recorded speed of The rev limiter was
increased to 7, rpm and the catalytic converters were removed in favour of installing
straight-through exhaust pipes for a second series of runs, and it was this attempt which
resulted in the maximum recorded speed of Guinness Book of World Records recorded the
Press coverage of the XJ concept in was overwhelmingly positive and contributed to the
decision in to put the XJ into limited production. The production version of the car was first
shown to the public in October , at the Tokyo Motor Show. Autocar ' s Andrew Frankel was the
first journalist to road-test the car and reported: "Savage acceleration really is a given here.
What's really incredible about the XJ is its ability to provide such performance in a way that
never, ever intimidates. Performance Car reviewer John Barker was also impressed with the
performance as well as the ride and stability of the car, writing "The V6 has a rumbly, loping
note which, in league with a remarkably supple ride, belies the speed we are travelling at. For
the few who will actually own and, hopefully, use their XJs, the fact that they are in command of
the most accomplished supercar ever made should suffice. Ergonomics and ride were also
praised by Gavin Green in Car August "you sit straight ahead, pedals and four-spoked Nardi
wheel beautifully positioned. There's none of the askew nonsense that plagues Italian supercars
Rear vision is better than on some other mid-engined monsters. In a comparison test published
in the Car March issue, the testers liked the "sheer blistering pace, looks and a superb cabin"
but its size, the doors not opening far enough and handling were criticised: "If there's a more
evil device on our roads, I wouldn't like to find it, for the XJ suffers from immense initial
understeer followed by violent and snappy pendulous oversteer. While its rival, the Bugatti EB ,
impressed the testers, the XJ disappointed: "The Jaguar is outmoded and lacks soul: it looks
like a cynical marketing exercise and feels it in its lack of purity and coherence. Motoring
journalists have been critical of its size, being too big for a two-seater with virtually no luggage
space, too wide to fit through traffic restrictors or to drive comfortably on most roads. Most
criticised was the behavior at low revs, the engine sound was described with words like "a pail
of nuts and bolts being poured through a Magimix", [64] rattling clutch, grinding transmission,
crackling chassis, rumbling and groaning body contributing to the impression of imminent
breakdown. Driving in the city was sheer torture, worsened by the first gear being far too tall for
stop-and-go traffic according to Auto Motor und Sport. Sales performance was disappointing.
Jaguar had intended to produce up to cars, but production ceased in with production cars
produced, not all of which had been sold; some left-hand drive examples were still available in
McLaren's F1 program eventually turned a small profit due to the sale and servicing of the 28
GTR racing variants produced. Jaguar customers attempting to withdraw from their contracted
purchases were given the option to buy themselves out of their contracts, but by , the issue had
resulted in legal action as buyers claimed the specification changes rendered any contracts
void. Jaguar produced evidence clearly demonstrating that the vehicle specification shown in
the contract matched the vehicle that was delivered and the presiding judge, John Donaldson ,
quickly ruled in Jaguar's favour. John Nielsen , David Brabham and David Coulthard won the GT
class, beating Porsche by two laps; the other two cars retired, both through engine failure.

However, the class win was revoked when the Jaguar XJC was controversially disqualified for
failing to run with catalytic converters. Jaguar won their appeal supported by the FIA but were
nevertheless disqualified, as the ACO confirmed that the appeal had not been lodged in time. A
lightly-modified road-going XJ was also entered in the Italian GT Championship in , although
without factory support; where it raced in Martini livery. The XJS models did away with the
hidden headlamps of the original and instead opted for perspex covered lights. The S models
were essentially road-going versions of the XJC race car and as a result featured a much
simpler race-orientated interior with kevlar seats and the removal of the leather trim. The Jaguar
XJ Pininfarina is a special XJ built in for the Sultan of Brunei and his brother Prince Jefri , who
commissioned a number of rare and one-off heavily modified cars based on expensive luxury
cars. The car also comes with dark green exterior paint. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Concept Car. Under the hood sits a 3. Other upgrades include 3. Source: Craigslist click here if
ad disappears via Mini Tec. And some might also consider hp plenty in a Miata. Less weight
than the LS Claimed only 9 lbs more than stock Miata! But I weighted my Odyssey motor â€” to
be about 20 Lbs heavier LS motor will be at least lbs heavier than stock Miata! Plus you can
convert back to original if you wanted, not sure why? The LS conversion involve more cutting
and cost a lot more to build â€” in parts- complete different transmission and Diff. As this
conversion kept all Miata components. They are easy on the suspensions, brakes, and tires as
well. Just picked up today! The car is sweet! But cursing at or lower is much better than my 97
1. Enough torque, I can just stay in 3rd and let it slow down and hit the gas and go! Have get
more info from Superfastmiatas. It sounds like you are having fun driving it. Personally I would
prefer more bottom-end torque in daily driving as well. This Miata IS fun! I am loving it, and
none of the stress still working on Projects! Nice car, great price! May I ask what wheel and tire
size is on there? Any rub? I will be putting one of these kits in my mk1 in the UK. Will be the first
over here. The main benefits of this kit are: No turbo lag, no supercharger set up issues, barely
any extra weight, engine sits further back than OEM as its one cylinder shorter, good noise,
sensible fuel, keeps lovely original gearbox, you can keep to a miata 3. Make sure you get the
bhp J32A import or J32A engine for best power to weight. I also added ported runners, Holley
plenum, 90mm throttle with custom adaptor from P2R. Your email address will not be published.
Send new articles to your email inbox. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. This site uses
Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. ScLeCo April 5, at am.
Same weight and cost as an LS but less power. Peter April 5, at pm. Thanks Dennis for
explaining the benefits. Dennis May 18, at am. Wow those are some amazing projects! Do you

have a build thread or project website? CSRT4 April 6, at am. Dennis May 19, at pm. Its come a
long way. It will be really something when done. Have get more info from Superfastmiatas
Reply. Anonymous May 19, at pm. Rich February 13, at pm. Thanks Reply. Paul January 28, at
pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. For most of their
history, V6 engines were considered a compromise of some kind between the more
budget-friendly inline-fours and the larger, more powerful V8s. And despite their design
limitation, such as the inherent imbalance and excessive vibrations due to the odd number of
cylinders in each bank, V6s have a lot of potential due to their short length and fantastic power
output range. Sadly, V6s have been - and still are - an underdog in the engine world. In most
cases, they are either the top engine choice in cheaper vehicles that nobody picks or the more
affordable option in more expensive cars that, once again, nobody picks. Still, not all of them
were created equal. Some V6s are engineering marvels that combine outstanding performance
with excellent fuel economy, while others can boast neither and are more known for their poor
reliability. In this article, we shall explore both. Allow us to present: ten most badass V6 engines
ever and five that couldn't run a lawnmower. This hand-assembled powerhouse is part of the
reason why the GT-R became known as the annihilator of supercars. Yes, we're talking about
the somewhat forgotten Jaguar XJ supercar. Even though the promised V12 never found its way
under the XJ's hood, the JV6 turned out to be a capable replacement. Jaguar tuned this 3. The
famed Busso V6 might not have been the most potent engine out there, but it was the most
beautiful. And, oh, that sweet exhaust note! The Busso V6 can be found in many Alfas - from the
executive sedan to the limited-edition Zagato-designed SZ sports car. But it surely did so with
passion and style - and Italians know a thing or two about that. The Jaguar AJ V6 might not be
as legendary as some other engines on this list, but it's definitely badass. Just look up the
exhaust sound of the V6 Jaguar F-Type, and you'll see why. And that's badass enough for us.
Ford's Ecoboost V6 is not rare or sophisticated - on the contrary, it's badass because it's
versatile. You can find this humble, yet mighty turbocharged unit in anything from the plain old
F truck to the bonkers Ford GT supercar. But that's not crazy. What's crazy is that it's the same
engine that powers the Expedition family hauler. Volkswagen's now discontinued VR6 engines
are not your boring old V6s. What Volkswagen did with the VR6 is combining the designs of an
inline engine and a V engine - the VR6 has six cylinders with a very narrow-angle between the
cylinder banks and one single cylinder head. It was a bold, innovative design that didn't catch
on, although it was later used in Volkwagen's W8, W12, and W16 engines. If you ask us, being a
predecessor to the Bugatti engine is badass enough. The 2. And just as the Busso V6, it sounds
like a dream. The power outputs vary from hp to hp, depending on the vehicle and thanks to a
set of twin variable geometry turbochargers and variable valve timing. Before you get too lost in
the sweet memories of your mom's old Accord, let us make one thing clear - this is not just any
Honda V6. What we're talking about here is the piece of brilliant engineering that powers the
holy grail of Japanese sports car - the original Acura NSX. Even though this 3. The C30A had
dual overhead cams, titanium piston rods, four valves per cylinder, and was one of the first
engines ever to be equipped with Honda's famous VTEC system. Even though "legendary" and
"Buick" don't usually belong in the same sentence, the LD5 Turbo is a real exception. This 3.
And you can't get more badass than the GNX. When all American car manufacturers were trying
to squeeze the precious kilowatts out of their gigantic, but inefficient V8s, Buick did something
different. They took their regular 3. What came to exist as a result was a hp beast that was faster
on the quarter-mile than both the Ferrari F40 and the Porsche Turbo. And even though later they
did decide to attach a turbocharged to it and thus improve the power output, the damage was
done. This 4. V6 courtesy of GM is notorious for merely how bad it is. First of all, you simply
can't make a decent diesel engine without forced induction. The LT6 was naturally aspirated
and only made 85 horsepower. Secondly, because of the massive displacement, the fuel
economy was not that great - which defeats the purpose of a diesel engine. Lastly, it devoured
head gaskets at a faster rate than the participants of the Fourth of July eating contest devour
hot-dogs. Need we say more? Toyota's 4GR six-cylinder was not precisely a lousy engine. It
was merely terribly underpowered. The primary host for this motor was the Lexus IS, where the
2. Sure, it's not such a terrible number, but it's incredibly underwhelming. And the abysmal fuel
economy didn't help, either. Designed primarily for the European market, the Ford Cologne V6
was not precisely a bad engine, either. In fact, it remains one of the most mass-produced V6s
ever. The Cologne was made in a variety of displacements, and most of them barely managed to
crawl past the hp mark. It was only the 2. As we've learned from the Oldsmobile case, a V6
diesel always means trouble. Just do a quick Google search, and you'll find hundreds of
complaints from the owners of 3. There is poor gas mileage, cam gear slippage, outright engine
failure, and even risk of fire. In other words, if we were FCA, we wouldn't dare to put this atrocity
in a lawnmower - let alone in a car. Vasilii Kulev is a marketing specialist during business hours

and a gearhead in his spare time. Apart from cars, his other major hobby is music, and he's
working on expanding his collection of vinyl records. By Vasilii Kulev Published May 06, Share
Share Tweet Email Comment. Related Topics Car Culture engines. Vasilii Kulev Articles
Published Vasilii Kulev is a marketing specialist during business hours and a gearhead in his
spare time. If you are looking for a cheaper alternative to a V8 swap in your Miata you may want
to consider a Honda J-series V6. Although the 3. The beauty of this kit is only needing to
replace the engine. Mini Tec supplies you with everything you need in the kit and the
transmission, driveshaft, diff, and radiator remains stock. What j series engines can you use
with the kit and are any easier than others I was thinking bout the j37?? Really interest in your
Honda J Series to Miata swap kits. Would you mind listing what items are included in the kits. Hi
Ken. Mini Tec lists the parts of their kit in the link below. I also recommend contacting them
directly for more details. If I swapped my na Miata trans 5 speed manual with a nb 6 speed
manual transmission, will the engine swap still work? Preferably a Tremec t5 or t56 or cd or
something that will hold more power. Hi James. I recommend contacting InlinePro. They offer
an adapter plate for the CD Hi Reginald. You might want to contact MiniTec to see if they are
developing one. What transmission are recommended to replace the 5 speed manual in the NA
versions. Those are known to not do well over hp so if I did this swap I would want to update my
transmission soon, as well. Also, can I swap the Honda J engine without needing to replace the
wiring harness? Your email address will not be published. Send new articles to your email
inbox. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn
how your comment data is processed. Milton Legge August 5, at am. Hi Does the mintec sv6 kit
work in right hand drive application. I contacted the company and they stated it will work. Juan
Hernandez March 28, at pm. Ken Russell January 28, at am. Thanks, Ken Reply. Lucas
Whittenburg June 24, at pm. Humberto August 11, at pm. Do you have of these J series swap
kits available for NC miatas? I recommend contacting Mini Tec directly. James September 5, at
am. Preferably a Tremec t5 or t56 or cd or something that will hold more power Reply. Reginald
Taylor September 12, at am. Thomas October 20, at pm. Carlos October 30, at am. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. The 3. The main idea behind this power
unit was the creation of a solid alternative to a large-displacement V8 engine such as the V8
coyote sourced engine. The new turbocharged 3. Since the start of production in and further
extension of using this engine in Ford's vehicles, the popular platform for this V6 engine
became Ford's top-seller - the Ford F And this is not surprising, because EcoBoost Fs have a
cheaper price with no disadvantages of small displacement, NA 6-cylinder engines, compared
to V8 Fs. The EcoBoost block is all aluminum and an open-deck design with high strength steel
sleeves. The engine is equipped with forged steel I-beam connecting rods and forged steel
crankshaft with 6-bolt main bearing caps. High-strength aluminum and CNC machined pistons
have low friction coating on the piston skirt and piston top shape specially designed for
efficient combustion. The cylinder block got oil jets spraying oil on the underside of the pistons
to keep them cool and strong. An oil pan is also aluminum. GDI fuel injectors are placed
below-center of the intake valves. The diameter of intake and exhaust valves is 37 mm 1.
Camshafts are driven by a single primary chain. The intake camshaft from the driver's side has
an additional lobe driving a high-pressure fuel pump of the direct fuel injection system. The
pump delivers fuel pressures up to psi. The key component that provides excellent performance
is a turbocharger. They are smaller, variable-vane, high-pressure turbos allowing peak torque
faster at just 2, rpm , and reducing turbo lag. Turbochargers are attached to high strength cast
iron low internal volume exhaust manifolds. After turbochargers, exhaust gases go through fast
cat-converters to keep emissions low. The intake manifold, charge pipes, and stock intercooler
end tanks are made of plastic. In , Ford has revised the design of the 3. The upgraded engine
received a number of changes, but the most noticeable of them is the addition of multi-port fuel
injection and new turbochargers. The operation of multi-port fuel injection is combined with
direct injection, what covers a raised fuel output needs but also prevents a carbon buildup on
the intake valves keeping the engine on the same level of performance during a long mileage.
New Borg Warner turbocharger has turbine wheel made of MAR-M super alloy and electrically
actuated wastegate reducing turbocharger lag even more. New 3. The cam chain drive sprocket
on the crankshaft is a double gear arrangement. New chains are also more durable and less
prone to stretch due to an increased thickness of the side plates. Cylinder heads now have a
roller-finger follower valvetrain and light hollow camshafts. All these changes are aimed at
reducing friction and mechanical losses. And finally, the compression ratio was increased from
Many of these engines delivered hundreds of thousands of miles without a single breakdown
and still going. But let's try to highlight common problems and failures that happening with
these engines. The timing chain is sensitive to the oil condition. Turbocharged engines are very
aggressive to the engine oil and it is very important to not pass the recommendation of oil

change intervals. Worn-out oil inside the 3. The second gen engine got more reliable timing
chain due to this factor. The following problem is common to all engines with direct fuel
injection - a carbon buildup on the backside of the intake valves and on walls of the intake
ports. While port injection system i
air conditioner wiring diagram picture
2004 ford f250 tail lights
2002 mitsubishi lancer fuse box diagram
njects fuel before intake valves and fuel also acts as a cleaner from soot and dust, direct
injected engines suffer from lack of a natural cleaning process in the intake what causes
restricted air flow, loss of power and increased fuel consumption. The upgraded engine already
got an additional port injection which eliminates this problem. As you can see, most of the
engine problems are associated with the first gen 3. Based on independent research, the engine
has good longevity if owners precisely follow the maintenance schedule and use the
recommended oil. Average trouble-free mileage for the 3. Home Ford 3. The Second Generation
of the 3. Engine Specs Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block material. Cylinder head
material. Fuel type. Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain layout. Bore, mm.
Displacement, cc. Type of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio. Torque, lb ft. Firing
order. Engine oil weight. Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile.

